BILL PAWLUK HONOURED WITH LEADERS AWARD AT
THE 2018 AUTOMOTIVE GLOBAL AWARDS
1 NOVEMBER 2018 | LONDON, ENGLAND
Bill Pawluk, Chief Executive Officer, Convertible Concepts Corporation was the proud
recipient of a Leaders Award at the seventh Automotive Global Awards.
Executives from across the automotive industry gathered at The Savoy in Central
London where awards finalists mingled with colleagues old and new to discuss the
challenges and achievements with a renewed passion for excellence.
The Automotive Global Awards are centered on a desire to acknowledge, celebrate and commend
innovation and service excellence across the automotive industry. By taking the time to recognize
achievements and encourage the development of future engineers, drivers, technicians and logisticians
we can truly appreciate what it takes to keep the supply chain moving.
The amazing backdrop for the event highlighted the outstanding work achieved by all of the finalists
for 2018 and was a truly special way to commend those who have made a difference and deserve the
recognition of being a best performer in the global supply chain.
The Leaders Awards are presented to individuals
who have demonstrated excellence in their field
and have grasped the wider concepts of the
industry and have brought significant innovation
to their company.
Bill Pawluk developed the concept and first
model of the Convertible Trailer. It started as
a small transportation company in the 90’s out
of Calgary, Alberta, and after several years of
research, development and industry education,
it has grown enormously.
MR. BILL PAWLUK, CEO ADDRESSES THE AUDIENCE UPON RECEIVING THE
LEADERS AWARD AT THE AUTOMOTIVE GLOBAL AWARDS IN LONDON ON
NOVEMBER 1 ST, 2018.

Through his leadership the vision of his company
is to improve automotive and freight logistics
practices around the world to service the transportation industry on a global scale. He works towards
creating an environment and atmosphere of collaboration and cooperation within the transportation and
logistics industries.

“It is an honour to receive this Leader award but we would not have achieved this
without the support from all of you and others in the industry. We look forward to
growing this support and participation from all industry players in order to attain the
greatest amount of efficiencies possible.”
Bill was one of 21 recipients recognized throughout the evening for having achieved the unachievable or
for having pioneered a new way of thinking or working.

Continued on next page.

Peter Wooding, CEO of Three6Zero who organized the Awards said:

“In changing, uncertain times we all need to adapt our business models, our ways of
thinking and operating through pioneering new ways, thoughts and ideas. We are in a
unique position to see the way you are shaping the future of the automotive industry
through your advancements in technology, dynamic leadership, the dedication and
commitment of your teams, and through the responsible practices being employed
for the benefit of all of our futures, which is truly inspiring. My enthusiasm for these
awards grows every year, I feel it is a great privilege for us as a company to be able
to share in the achievements of all of the finalists and winners this evening.”
Each of the winners will be profiled online along with photo coverage of the evening at
www.automotiveglobalawards.com

SHEN YAN, EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT (CHINA), BILL PAWLUK, CEO AND JENNIFER HELMSTAEDT, COO ARE
PICTURED TOGETHER AT THE AUTOMOTIVE GLOBAL AWARDS IN LONDON ON NOVEMBER 1 ST, 2018.

Notes: Three6Zero is an international media company with a global reach.
Our publication portfolio includes, Automotive Purchasing and Supply Chain & New Mobility Global. Both with up to the minute news sites, weekly news
reviews and regular magazines, including interviews with leading players from across the industry. Renowned for their editorial excellence, cutting-edge
design and accessibility, our publications are shared with an ever-growing reader base from across the worldwide automotive and new mobility arena.
Our network of summits connect the dynamic leadership of the automotive & new mobility industries for the future. Both the Automotive Leaders Summit
& New Mobility Global Events offer a platform for the leaders and experts of our progressively evolving industry, to share information, ideas and initiatives,
to speak openly and to make new connections and build new collaborative relationships - all in the very best venues at important automotive & new
mobility locations around the globe.
The Automotive Global Awards, our series of black tie awards evenings, bring together the leading innovators in the industry to congratulate both
individual and team excellence and innovation. With exceptional networking opportunities and the chance to join the celebrations of the award nominees
and winners in some of the best venues around the world.
Our reach extends to top-level executives at all major vehicle manufacturers, supplier partners, tier suppliers, manufacturers, logistics service providers,
supply chain executives, designers and academics among others.
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